overview

Cora APFlow: The
effortless way to
automate Accounts
Payable—and delight
suppliers
Cora APFlow is a software solution that can cost effectively connect
enterprises with their suppliers around the world. It provides firms with
end-to-end visibility—and suppliers with prompt payment. The tool
uses a combination of Accounts Payable (AP) automation and advanced
workflow to shorten cycle times, making approval and resolution
processes simpler in the bargain. It’s a true cornerstone of intelligent
procurement operations.

What the CORA APFlow
experience offers

E-invoicing

●● Up to 40% higher productivity, with tighter control and

paper-based invoices to electronic ones.

Buyers can get e-invoice feeds from leading global
e-invoicing networks, making it easy to move quickly from

improved compliance

Workflow

●● Discounts from suppliers for quick payments
●● A reduction in supplier inquiry calls by 50-60%

Using mobility, built-in reminders, and escalations, Cora

●● Dashboards and configurable reports for real-time

APFlow drives timely payments to suppliers through faster

process visibility

approvals and resolution.

CORA APFlow’s features:

Supplier portal
Cora APFlow provides real-time access to invoice status

Supplier data management

and payment information, so fewer calls and email

Cora APFlow automates supplier setup and maintenance
end-to-end for improved accuracy, reduced cycle times,
lower costs, and better controllership.

inquiries come in to the AP Helpdesk. Suppliers can also
download and digitally sign invoices to comply with
regulatory requirements.

Discount management

Receipt and capture

By getting discounts from suppliers for early payment,

With Cora APFlow, buyers can receive, electronically

Cora APFlow helps drive savings. What’s more, buyers

capture, and upload to ERPs invoices from multiple
sources. The tool then prioritizes the invoices for timely
processing and payment using configurable rules.

can configure and control early payment discount
programs.
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Figure 1: Genpact’s end-to-end solution for accounts payable and supplier management
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Process analytics
Cora APFlow publishes configurable reports and
dashboards on key performance indicators to effectively
manage Accounts Payable, with drill-down visibility right
to the transaction level.
Cora APFlow is a SaaS platform, so it gets to work quickly

with little capital or data-center investment. Better yet, it
requires minimal IT support—and businesses never have
to worry about upgrades. Scalable and globally accessible
through any device, Genpact’s Cora APFlow solution
provides 99% uptime and offers ISO 27001 certified
data security as well as redundant data protection and
disaster recovery.
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About Genpact
Genpact (NYSE: G) is a global professional services firm that makes business transformation real. We drive digital-led innovation and
digitally-enabled intelligent operations for our clients, guided by our experience running thousands of processes for hundreds of Global
Fortune 500 companies. We think with design, dream in digital, and solve problems with data and analytics. We obsess over operations
and focus on the details – all 78,000+ of us. From New York to New Delhi and more than 20 countries in between, Genpact has the end-toend expertise to connect every dot, reimagine every process, and reinvent companies’ ways of working. We know that rethinking each
step from start to finish will create better business outcomes. Whatever it is, we’ll be there with you – putting data and digital to work to
create bold, lasting results – because transformation happens here, at Genpact.com.
For additional information contact, cora@genpact.com and visit www.genpact.com/what-we-do/digital/digital-products-services/cora-ap-flow
Follow Genpact on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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